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Abstract
The integrated access to distributed heterogeneous information is a major concern in large corporations and governmental institutions. However, integrated access to disperse information should not require the eradication of local systems heterogeneity and autonomy because of the financial impact associated to such solution. The use of available Internet tools turns out as an affordable, simple, and also platform and DBMS independent, alternative for integrated information retrieval of heterogeneous databases. This paper presents a tool for integrated access to heterogeneous databases through the Internet. The proposed solution is supported by the previous mapping of all participant conceptual schemata and by the use of available Internet technology.
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1 Introduction
The integration of data from heterogeneous databases remains as an unsolved problem in the database community. Existing heterogeneity results from hardware and software technological evolution, distribution of data inside corporations, data legacy, and diversity of problem oriented applications.

Most of the available techniques for integrated access to heterogeneous databases are supported by the previous conceptual models integration of participant databases [1, 2], or by the inclusion of an additional layer of software for logical data integration [3]. The first approach is based on the creation of an integrated global conceptual schema, after the conforming of local schemas to the global model. The integration process may call for troublesome, expensive, and time-consuming modifications on local conceptual model and applications [4]. Besides, this may bring restrictions to local autonomy. The second approach is usually implemented by frameworks, which integrate specific data sources, and use a particular query language, which must be learned by users.

Although integrated access to available information from heterogeneous data sources remains with no ultimate solution, access to distributed data is easily implemented by using free WWW available resources, without any restriction on local hardware and software.
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This work presents a tool for integrated access to heterogeneous databases through the Internet, supported by the previous mapping of participant databases conceptual model. The development of such tool was based on two assumptions: a) the use of WWW resources for database access, b) integrated access to available information without any conceptual schema, database or local applications modifications.

The next section reviews concepts and related work on heterogeneous databases. Section 3 describes the conceptual schema mapping, proposed by Ribeiro [5], and used in this tool. The tool for integrated access to heterogeneous databases is described in Section 4. Conclusions and future directions are discussed in Section 5.

2 Background and Related Work

A wide range of approaches and methodologies have been proposed for the integrated access of information from autonomous databases, stored in different software and hardware platforms, including federated database systems [2], multidatabase systems [6], heterogeneous database systems [7], and mediators [3]. The above methodologies adopt a different viewpoint regarding the use of a global conceptual schema, which defines the common and sharable part of all participant databases, with no redundancies [8].

The creation of the global conceptual model is supported by local conceptual model comparison, equivalence identification, conflict identification, and conflict resolution. The last step is usually associated to the conforming of local representation of data to global standards, with modifications on local data structure and related applications [9].

Solutions based on mediators [3] provide data access through a specific software layer between users applications and data sources. This middle-layer provides data access and data integration to users. However, this solution requires additional processing and the inclusion of rules for each participant database, based on the previous integration of local schemas.

The bellow methodologies represent the state of the art in integrated access to heterogeneous sources. Though all of them provide access to different kind of information sources\(^1\), the following text analyses the handling of structured data sources, according to the focus of the present work. This restriction is due to the fact that this tool was designed to support integrated query of heterogeneous databases.

Singh [10] presents a Tesserae Integration Engine - TIE for distributed information access. TIE comprises the description of the data, referred as metadata, which is used to infer relationships among objects and to unify representations of heterogeneous data into a common model. This methodology performs the integration of information according to the data sources metadata specifications, to the user's query models and to the logic of business rules. The metadata is also used, during the query processing, to decompose complex requests into simple requests, to route requests for the appropriate sources and to integrate the results. The information query is implemented through HTML pages, in a standardized way, allowing the visualization of the shared data and of the local data source.

Subrahmanian et al. [11] developed the Heterogeneous Reasoning and Mediator System - HERMES, based on the Hybrid Knowledge Bases - HKB [LU 94] theory. This theory is based on a declarative language, used on the definition of mediators, which expresses the semantic integration of information from several sources of data. HERMES uses mediators as a starting point for the integration of information from heterogeneous sources. However, the system requires a specific implementation for each supported database, like

\(^1\) Information sources are classified into three different classes: structured, semistructured and non-structured. Databases are structured information sources. Semistructured sources include most of the information found on the WWW, with known data fields. Non-structured sources include text files, images and other WWW pages.
DBASE, INGRES and PARADOX. The query language adopted in the Hermes system is a logical rule-based language. For query purposes, explicit database domain knowledge may be required. The HERMES query interfaces are platform dependent, but there is also a Web interface, based on CGI scripts.

Chawathe et al. [12] presents The Stanford-IBM Manager of Multiple Information Sources - TSIMMIS project [13, 14], for the integration of heterogeneous structured and not structured data sources. The TSIMMIS architecture is sustained by the use of mediators and wrappers for data integration. The TSIMMIS provides integrated access to information by using a common data model named Object Exchange Model - OEM. The basic part of the OEM, called object, is composed of four elements: label, for naming and semantics information; type, for object type identification; value, for literal or nested objects enumeration; and object-id, for unique object identification (for each data source). A visualization tool was developed for query through the WWW. However, in order to formulate a query, users should understand, and use, a specific query language, called OEM-QL.

The above works support the heterogeneity of different types of information sources. Still, the integrated access to heterogeneous structured data, focused on this paper, presents limitations on information access and query, and on usability. The visualization of the information in HERMES and TSIMMIS is limited to the common parcel, in a uniform and transparent way, without allowing the visualization of the available additional information locally. TIE allows the visualization of additional information by means of a navigational tool. However, all additional information interfaces are not standardized.

The user perception of all available information as from one unique database makes it impossible to distinguish specific data sources. This solution may be an important restriction in the medical field, because it avoids the identification and mapping between data and data source (for example, establishing a relationship between the final diagnostic and the results of a particular diagnostic test). In such environment, the possibility of data grouping according to data source is an important requirement.

Solutions that use SQL for query narrow down the group of users able to interact with the system.

The methods discussed above handle all sources of information. However, access to different sources of heterogeneous information requires complex interfaces. Such interfaces are hard to develop, to use and to update. Besides, if the methodology does not provide the matching of all data referring to the same real life entity, the integration of different data sources may be ineffective.

3 Conceptual Schema Mapping

Conceptual schema mapping provides an alternative to heterogeneous databases integrated access, without the requirement of local schema integration. This paradigm [9] allows a global and complementary visualization of all available information of a same real world entity. Different parcels of the universe of discourse, represented in different databases, are put all together, without the burden of representation reconciling. Such approach supports the representation of multiple views, still providing an integrated global view without the requirement for discrepancies reconciliation. This solution combines multidatabase (maintenance of local database autonomy) and federated databases (creation of a global conceptual schema) principles. In this methodology, the global conceptual schema is replaced by a main structure (central registry) were all information about participant databases, as well as mapping and equivalencies among heterogeneous representations, is stored.
Each participant database specifies all local sharable information through the creation of an export schema – ES. Each ES is represented in a canonical model. The use of a unique canonical model, as adopted by traditional database integration methodologies [8, 15, 16, 17], eliminates data model heterogeneity. The ES is semantically enriched with the inclusion of additional information about local attributes type and domain. In addition, all real life entities represented in the ES are listed in a table of local objects\(^2\) – TLO, including a textual description of each. The ES and TLO support the equivalence and conflict identification process, in order to establish equivalences among heterogeneous databases representations. All ES and TOL, as well as other methodology elements, are stored in the central registry – CR. The other components stored in the CR are: table of objects equivalency – TOE, comprising information about equivalent real life objects stored in different EE; table of attributes equivalency – TAE, including information to support object identification, attributes equivalence, and attributes domain mapping. The TAE may also include procedures for domain conversion and discrepancy report about equivalent attributes instantiation conflicts (to be detected in the query process).

The mapping process [9] includes two steps:

1. ES comparison, after the identification of TLO equivalent objects, for modeling equivalencies and conflict identification;
2. TOE and TAE creation, including detected similarities, conflicts and differences of representations, and procedures for domain conversion and objects instantiation discrepancy report.

The mapping methodology provides integrated access to information from heterogeneous participant databases putting together all locally represented attributes of a same real life object. This visualization occurs in an integrated way, but it is possible to associate information to data source through the interface (information is grouped according to the original source database). In large organizations, participant databases are often independently owned (for example, database system integrated to a medical equipment). This situation makes any database update or modification unacceptable. However, discrepancies on instantiated equivalent data may be critical and the detection of instantiated attributes can be very helpful [4]. The mapping methodology deals with instantiation conflicts through the inclusion of warning procedures, without any local autonomy restriction. The conflict detection occurs during the query process.

4 The proposed tool

The tool presented in this paper provides a wide integrated access to heterogeneous databases, through the WWW. Information search and visualization is performed after the mapping of participant databases, as proposed by Ribeiro [9].

The generation of components ES, TLO, TOE, and TAE, proposed by Frederes [18], is out of the boundaries of this paper.

4.1 Tool Components

All the components of the tool are stored in the central registry (Figure 1). The central registry is implemented as a database, were all metainformation about participant databases, including exported information, data dictionary, data equivalencies, and data mapping, is stored as tables. Information stored in CR supports the entire query performed by users. The tool is not limited to a predefined range of databases, and new participant databases may be always included. The inclusion of new participant database does not require any modification

\(^2\) In the present work, object refers to a real life entity, represented in different heterogeneous databases.
on the software, because the integrated access is dynamically performed, following the metainformation stored on the CR. Whenever CR information is modified by inclusions, exclusions or updates, the visualization of all available information is also updated.

The original mapping methodology components were modified by the inclusion:

1. in the ES, of a text description for each exported attribute, to be used in the dynamic generation of the user interface;
2. of the DBCATALOG component, containing all necessary information, for access purposes, of participant databases, including database name, database connection alias, user connection, and JDBC driver name.

In the proposed tool, conflicting domains (for example, “M” and “F” versus “1” and “2”, for gender representation) are visualized according to local standards.

When the user starts the tool, all available integrated information is shown in the screen, by means of a menu. This approach requires from the user no special or previous knowledge about any query language or about participant databases structure.

This tool does not support domain conversion procedures and object instantiation discrepancy report, included in the original mapping process proposed by Ribeiro. However, the inclusion of such components is already planned as future work.

4.2 Tool Architecture and technical issues

User interaction with the tool occurs via an HTML page and query is implemented by Java applets. This solution (Figure 2) makes query easier. In addition, distributes processing among clients and application servers. The reasons for the use of Java in the heterogeneous databases access are: the possibility of dynamic components creation, facilities for data recovery from different databases, execution of the tool at the client’s process space, and
platform independence. Such characteristics turn Java a feasible alternative for heterogeneous systems interoperability by use of the WWW.

![Figure 2: Tool Architecture](image)

The standard user interface of the tool is dynamically created, based on the metainformation stored in the CR. The initial menu includes all objects informed in the TLOs. After object selection, all matching available attributes are also visualized, based on the ESs description. Equivalences are identified after the TEO and TEA tables. Object and attribute equivalency is shown in an integrated complementary way. Query results are included in the HTML page by Java applets.

The tool allows user query of object and object attributes by pointing. The access to selected databases is then performed, based on user request. Query results are then shown on the screen.

![Figure 3: Query Interface (Java applet)](image)
The initial interface of the tool is divided into two sections (Figure 3).

The first one, called *Available objects*, allows user to select one of the available objects from participant databases. Every available object is reported once, even if it is represented in more than one database. At this point, the relationship between object and database is transparent to users.

The second component of the initial interface, called “*Available attributes*”, allows the specification of constraints for object selection. After object selection, attributes from all ES representation of this object are listed. Again, equivalent attributes from different ES are listed once.

The SQL expressions are then generated, based on user selection and ES information, in order to get selected information from selected databases. Attributes used as selection criterion are translated into selection filters. Access to different databases is performed based on information stored in the DBCATALOG component of the CR.

Query results are visualized after the recovery of all related data from different databases. Still, resulting data is grouped according to specific data source (Figure 4), allowing the mapping of data source and query results. Whenever new participant data base information is included in the RC, the tool automatically generates a new interface component, identified after the database name.

The tool also allows the visualization of additional information about the object (Figure 5), stored as attributes of other real life objects, but related to it (as a diagnostic test performed on the patient, or hospital admission information about him).

![Figure 4: Query Result Interface](image-url)
5 Conclusions

In large organizations, several independent databases systems are usually simultaneously used. The integrated access to these data is not an easy task, but the financial and time demanding aspects associated to modifications on existing systems turns such solution unacceptable. The possibility of multiple and integrated visualization of a same real life object, from independent and autonomous data sources, matches the need for integrated retrieval of information units that are related, but exist in separate, autonomous and heterogeneous databases.

This paper presents a tool for integrated access to information from heterogeneous databases, through the WWW. The integrated access is based on the conceptual mapping of participant databases export schema, without the requirement of any local modification of database structure or applications.

This tool uses a friendly graphical interface for user interaction. This approach does not require the previous knowledge of any query language by the user. Also, the query interface is platform and DBMS independent. Query results may be visualized as specific database views, allowing the structured navigation throughout participant databases.

An important issue granted by the tool is the dynamic inclusion of new data sources: whenever a new database is included, all information stored in the CR at query time is automatically shown to user. In the same way, modification on or exclusions of participant databases are immediately indicated in the tool interface.

The aim of the tool is to provide integrated read-only access to heterogeneous databases. The reason for avoiding updates comes from the original real life application field for this tool: the medical field. In this environment, several independently owned heterogeneous databases, attached to special equipments, are simultaneously used. The acceptance to share information among existing databases is not extended to allowing modifications on locally owned data. At the same time, the development of a centralized system is unacceptable, because of the financial costs and time demanding aspects associated to this solution. Still, allowing the integrated access to available information is a major issue and provided the foundation for the present work.
The use of the Java language provides friendly user interfaces, powerful search engines, and compatibility with different platforms, browsers and databases. It also allows the execution of the tool at the client’s process space and provides access to any database through the WWW.

Comparing to other methodologies [11, 10, 13, 19, 20], the present tool contributes with an easy to use powerful tool for integrated access to heterogeneous databases. The adopted solution provides access to a wide range of DBMS, without the requirement of specific middleware construction.

At the current point, this tool is being used at the Federal University of Santa Maria (UFSM) teaching hospital, integrating medical data from DB2, ACCESS and Oracle databases. The tool is also in use at the Data Processing Center of the UFSM, for comparing existing databases structures and contents.

Warning procedures for conflicting instantiated data have not been introduced yet, and the detection of data discrepancy remains visual. The tool usability may be improved with the inclusion of data conflict alert components, for data integrity purposes: even without performing local updates, the detection and warning of differences among equivalent instantiated data may be extremely useful.

The possibility of suitable access, for local database input purposes, of available duplicated data from external databases, is also being considered as an improvement for the tool.

Pictures and sounds may be also stored in commercial databases as structured data. This tool may be easily improved for image and sound data sources access. However, query selection, using pictures and sounds as filters, has not been addressed yet.
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